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Abstract. In this paper a bilevel programming model is presented for the 
resolution of the modal distribution in the charge provisioning of construction 
works in urban environments. The model is applied to the construction of the new 
port of Laredo where the modal distribution is optimized between trucks and 
barges, for commodity type and period. 

1. Introduction 
This paper deals with a general methodological approach intended to find a solution to the 
problem of the optimal modal distribution, between trucks and barges, in the charge 
provisioning of construction of the new port of Laredo. 

Given this scenario, the approach used is based on the minimization of the total cost of 
the system, made up of the cost of truck operators, barge operators and drivers, whose level 
of costs will increase as a result of higher congestion produced by truck traffic.  

In order to determine the optimal level of charge distribution between trucks and barges, 
the cost structure of both operators and the one of the users of the system are considered 
simultaneously. The optimal distribution will be that which minimizes the total cost of the 
system defined by the three agents described (trucks, barges and drivers).  

Consequently, a bi-level optimization problem, in which the upper level is the total cost 
of the system and the lower level is considered a user equilibrium model (drivers) which 
meets Wardrop’s first principle, is solved. Therefore, the optimal frequency of trucks 
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should be determined so that the total costs of the system are minimized, taking into 
account that the drivers are distributed in the network according to Wardrop’s first 
principle.  

Additional constraints of political-environmental type are also considered, as for 
example maximum traffic levels in network links due to the limits in pollution emissions 
and noise pollution.  

2. General methodology 
The methodological approach deals with solving a bi-level mathematical programming 
problem. At the upper level, a structure of total costs of the system, made up of the three 
relevant agents (truck operators, barge operators and drivers) is defined. Drivers are 
relevant here because their costs would increase as a result of the congestion produced by 
trucks. In the event of there being no congestion, the analysis would be carried out straight 
from the costs of both operators (trucks and barges), as drivers would not be affected. 
Moreover, a series of constrains are taken into account at the upper level, preventing the 
combined volume of cars and trucks not exceeding the limits of pollution emissions (PM10, 
CO, NO, SO and HC) and noise pollution. 

On the other hand, an optimization problem is considered at the lower level, providing 
as a result a car assigment according to Wardrop’s first principle. However, truck traffic 
will affect the Wardrop’s equilibrium of the drivers implied in the congestion. 

In order to define the upper level’s objective function, it is necessary to determine 
analytic expressions for the costs of the three agents involved: truck operators, barge 
operators and drivers.  

2.1. Definition of cost structure 

As mentioned above, the total cost of the system is defined as the total of the operation cost 
of trucks, barges and drivers. 
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where: 

cc  : average unit cost of operating a truck (€/hour). 
t
cf  : frequency of trucks during the modeling period t (trucks/hour). 
t
cT  : travel time of the truck, including return, plus times for loading and unloading (hours). 
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bc  : average unit cost of operating a cargo barge (€/hour). 
t
bf  : frequency of barges during the modeling period t (cargo carriers/hour). 
t
bT  : travel time of the barge, including return, plus times for loading and unloading 

(hours). 
tF  : weighting factor representing the duration of each modeling period in the total time of 

the work completion. ( )t
ca

t
vaa ffc

,,

, : total cost of operation in the link a during the modeling period t (€/hour). 
t
vaf ,

 : flow of vehicles in the link during the modeling period t (vehicles/hour). 
t
caf ,

 : flow of trucks in the link during the modeling period t (lorries/hour). 
Note that t

caf ,

equals t
cf . 

2.2. Production function 

In order to transport a total charge ofQ during a specific period, it is feasible to transport 
tQ  in a sub-period t, so that: 

 ∑=
t

tQQ  (4) 

Charge tQ  can be transported by truck or barge, and therefore: 
 t

b
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In order to transport t

cq units during a t period with trucks with an average capacity of 
cK  , we will need the following frequency of trucks t

cf : 
 c

t
c

t
c Kfq ⋅=  (6) 

Analogously, in order to transport t
bq units during the t period with barges with an 

average capacity of bK , we will need the following frequency t
bf  : 
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t
b
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Then, by substituting, from (6) and (7), in (5), we obtain: 
 b

t
bc

t
c

t KfKfQ ⋅+⋅=  (8) 
Thus, we clearly observe the perfect substitution condition between trucks and barges. 

And, depending on the costs of each mode of transport and the impact that would be 
generated on drivers, how much to transport for each option should be determined. 
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2.3. Cost function 
The total cost of the system can be defined as follows: 

 ( ) ( )( )∑∑∑∑ ⋅⋅+⋅
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Then, we must find a distribution which minimizes expression (9). It is worth indicating 
that, as transport by truck increases, the cost of this mode increases and the cost of 
operating the barges decreases (and vice versa).  

Moreover, if there is congestion, the costs for drivers will increase as the charge of the 
truck increases. 

2.4. Bi-level optimization problem 
Given the scenario outlined above, in order to determine the optimal distribution of charge 
between trucks and barges, the following bi-level optimization problem must be solved:  
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The optimization problem considered at the lower level, providing as a result a car 

assigment according to Wardrop’s first principle. However, truck traffic will affect the 
Wardrop’s equilibrium of the drivers implied in the congestion. (12) 

The optimal charge distribution between both transport modes studied must also take 
into account the environmental impact produced by incorporating truck traffic into the 
network. 

For each type of pollution emitted by the traffic of vehicles and trucks in the network, 
there is a constraint at the upper level of the optimization level (11). This constrains are 
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taken into account at the upper level, preventing the combined volume of cars and trucks 
not exceeding the limits of pollution emissions (PM10, CO, NO, SO and HC) and noise 
pollution. 

3. Application 
For the resolution of the problem of optimization, previously described, the algorithm of 
Hooke-Jeeves has been used. This algorithm was programmed in Borlan-Delphi and in 
combination with a software of analysis of systems of transport (used to solve the 
assignment of vehicles to the network) a solution was obtained that minimized the costs. 

Previously to the application of the algorithm, we capture the necessary information 
about trucks and barges: capacities of trucks and barges, points of origin of the charge, 
costs of operation of trucks and barges, value of the time, travel times, etc.. In such a way 
that the only variables to determine were the frequencies of trucks of every period (five 
periods). 

Finally it was obtained as better solution (“Solution 5.6.9.” in the figure 1) that a value 
between the 75 and 80% of the total of the load should be transported in truck. 

SOLUTION 3.4.6 
  Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4 Period 5 TOTAL 
Truck cost 67 460 130 216 575 1447 
Barge cost 89 534 151 250 668 1692 
Drivers cost 89 357 87 326 446 1305 
TOTAL 245 1351 367 792 1689 4445 

SOLUTION 4.5.8 
  Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4 Period 5 TOTAL 
Truck cost 86 613 173 289 766 1927 
Barge cost 67 356 101 167 445 1135 
Drivers cost 90 359 88 327 448 1312 
TOTAL 243 1328 361 783 1660 4374 

SOLUTION 5.6.9 
  Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4 Period 5 TOTAL 
Truck cost 105 690 194 325 862 2176 
Barge cost 45 267 75 125 334 846 
Drivers cost 90 360 88 329 451 1318 
TOTAL 240 1317 358 779 1647 4340 
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Figure 1. Total cost, truck cost, barge cost and drivers cost for summary of solutions 

As conclusion, the most important characteristics were: the environmental restriction 
that first it reached limits of emission, it was the noise. This fact made that several 
complementary alternative routes were valued for the trucks, in such a way that the number 
of variables to determine increase (frequencies for period and route). On the other hand, the 
third term of the function objective (cost of drivers) it didn't affect, or it was not very 
sensitive to the value of the total cost. The most sensitive variables on the function 
objective, were the average unit cost of operating a truck, the average unit cost of operating 
a barge and the travel time of the barge. 
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